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Abstract--This paper demonstrates the presence of spurious
power generation or losses in the Arm Equivalent Model (AEM)
of Modular Multilevel Converters (MMC). Such power is due to
numerical effects and can occur if model equations are not solved
simultaneously with surrounding power circuit equations, which
is the case when the AEM is implemented using control system
blocks in an electromagnetic transient simulation software.
Depending on operating conditions and simulation parameters,
this additional power can represent a significant part of the total
converter station losses or even surpass them, thus making
simulation results inaccurate.
Several solutions to minimize spurious power generation are
proposed, including simulation time-step reduction, extrapolating
control signals, including variable resistance into model
equations, and ideal voltage source model. Analytical calculations
and solutions are validated on a point-to-point MMC-HVDC
simulation test case.
Keywords: arm equivalent model, HVDC, losses, modeling,
modular multilevel converter, simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ODULAR Multilevel Converter (MMC) shown in Fig.
1 is a Voltage Source Converter (VSC) topology that
has several advantages in comparison with conventional twoand three-level power electronic converters. Increasing the
number of sub-modules (SMs) per arm helps reduce or
eliminate filters, improve reliability, and easily achieve
scalability to higher voltages. In addition, MMCs have lower
losses, lower switching frequency, lower transient peak
voltages on IGBTs, and lower switching voltages. During
normal operation, the desired AC voltage waveform is
constructed by inserting or bypassing the appropriate number
of SMs [1].
Due to the increased structural complexity of this type of
converter compared to the conventional VSCs, a larger set of
models is applicable in electromagnetic transient (EMT)
simulations, including detailed model (DM), detailed
equivalent model (DEM), arm equivalent model (AEM), and
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average value model (AVM) [2]. The choice of the model
depends on the given simulated phenomenon and is usually
associated with a compromise between required accuracy and
tolerable computational burden [3].
The DM representing nonlinear characteristics of IGBTs
and diodes offers a very high accuracy. However, this model
is the slowest due to the significant number of nodes and
nonlinearities [3], [4]. The DEM simplifies the details of the
nonlinear characteristics of power switches to only two states
(ON and OFF) and uses Thevenin or Norton equivalent
circuits to represent each converter arm in the main network
equations, which considerably reduces computational burden
[4]. The AEM hides individual SM details and deals with a
single equivalent capacitor (see Fig. 2). This makes this model
advantageous for a large set of grid studies where the
converter behavior on SM level is disregarded [5].
The AEM can be implemented in different ways in an
EMT-type software: the model equations can be incorporated
(hard-code implementation) into the main network equations
(MNE). This approach can eliminate the one-time-step delay
between the model equations and the MNE. However, the
main drawback is the inaccessibility of model equations to the
user. Otherwise, the model equations can be implemented
using control diagram blocks of the EMT software [6], [7]. In
this case, the drawback is the one-time-step delay between the
solution of control blocks and MNE in EMT-type software.
In this article it will be analytically demonstrated that in the
second approach (model in control blocks), additional
spurious power losses can occur, that can affect the overall
behavior of the circuit and make the simulation results less
reliable. Several solutions to remediate the problem are
discussed. Proposed solutions are validated on a practical test
case of a point-to-point MMC-based HVDC transmission
system.
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II. NORMAL OPERATION OF ARM EQUIVALENT MODEL

III. SPURIOUS LOSSES OF AEM IN STEADY-STATE

Two operation modes are usually discussed when dealing
with MMCs: normal operation and blocked mode. In this
paper, normal operation is of primary interest, because power
losses are important in steady-state operation [8].
Considering an ideal AEM, i.e. lossless semiconductor
devices (no switching or conducting losses), the basic
equations of the model for a given arm during normal
operation are as follows [2], [9]:

In EMT-type software codes it is usual to solve control
system equations independently from MNE, which results in a
one-time-step delay between the two solutions.
A. Origin of Losses
The equivalent capacitor Ceq

of the AEM can be

implemented with control system blocks [6], [7] as shown in
Fig. 2. In this case, there is a one-time-step (Δt) delay between
vref (reference value from the control blocks), and varm

varm ( t ) = s ( t ) vCtot ( t )

(1)

iCtot ( t ) = s ( t ) iarm (t )

(2)

i (t )
d
vCtot ( t ) = Ctot
dt
Ceq

(3)

Considering (10), (1) can be rewritten as
varm ( t + t ) = vref ( t ) = s ( t ) vCtot ( t )

(11)

Ceq = CSM / N SM

(4)

Considering (11), (7) is rewritten as
PCtot ( t ) = iarm ( t ) vref ( t )

(12)

where s is the arm switching function, varm is the arm
voltage, vCtot is the equivalent capacitor voltage, iarm is the
arm current, iCtot is the equivalent capacitor current, Ceq is
the equivalent capacitor, CSM is the SM capacitance, and
N SM is the number of SMs per arm.

If equations (1)–(3) are solved simultaneously at each
time-point, the solution is perfectly accurate, as demonstrated
below. Instantaneous arm power on the power circuit side is
given by:
(5)
Parm ( t ) = iarm ( t ) varm ( t )
Instantaneous power on the equivalent capacitor side becomes:
PCtot ( t ) = iCtot ( t ) vCtot ( t )
(6)
The powers in (5) and (6) must be equal, because there is
no other element that can consume, produce or store energy
(as semiconductors losses are not considered in this equation).
Considering (2), (6) can be rewritten as
(7)
PCtot ( t ) = iarm ( t ) s ( t ) vCtot ( t )
When considering (1), (5), and (7) it is clear that
Parm ( t ) = PCtot ( t ) , so no spurious power losses occur
irrespective of the waveforms of arm currents and voltages.
Arm equations (1)–(3) can be implemented in an EMTtype simulation software in a form of a control circuit (Fig. 2).
Semiconductor conduction losses can be modeled with a
constant resistance [1], [2]:
Rarm = RON N SM
(8)
where RON is the ON-state resistance of IGBT switches.
In this case, conduction losses can be expressed as
2
PCOND ( t ) = Rarm iarm
(t )

s
iCtot

1
Ceq

vCtot

vref

+
-

(9)

(actual voltage):

vref ( t ) = varm ( t + t )

(10)

The difference between Parm ( t ) and PCtot ( t ) constitutes
the spurious power loss term ΔP:
P ( t ) = Parm ( t ) − PCtot ( t )
Introducing (5), (10), and (12) into (13):
P ( t ) = −iarm ( t ) varm ( t + t ) − varm ( t ) 

(13)
(14)

Clearly, as varm is not a constant value, the one-time-step
delay between controls blocks solution and MNE solution
causes a difference between Parm ( t ) and PCtot ( t ) , which
results in overall spurious power losses or generation (if
negative value).
B. Steady-State Losses
Assuming that simulation time-step is small, the arm
voltage derivative at a time-point t can be approximated by the
finite difference:
v ( t + t ) − varm ( t )
d
varm ( t )  arm
(15)
dt
t
With this, (14) can be rewritten to simplify steady-state
analysis:
d
(16)
P ( t )  −t iarm ( t ) varm ( t )
dt
For high-power MMCs used for HVDC transmissions it is
typical to have high number of levels and circulating current
suppression control [10]. In this case, high-frequency
components in arm voltages and currents can be neglected,
and only DC and fundamental components will be considered
in steady-state operation:
iarm ( t ) = I 0 + I1 cos (t + i )
(17)

varm ( t ) = V0 + V1 cos (t + v )

(18)

Rarm

where I 0 , I1 , V0 , and V1 are the amplitudes of the DC and

varm

the fundamental components of current and voltage
respectively,  i and v are the corresponding phase angles,
and  is the grid frequency in rad/s.
Considering (18), the arm voltage derivative becomes

i arm

Fig. 2. Classical AEM schematic for normal operation mode.
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varm ( t ) = V1 cos  t + v + 
(19)
dt
2

Combining (16), (17), and (19):


P ( t )  t  I 0 + I1 cos (t + i ) V1 cos  t + v −  (20)
2

The above equation can be separated into three harmonic
terms: DC component, fundamental component, and doublefundamental-frequency component:
V I


P ( t ) = t  1 1 cos  2t + v + i − 
2
2



+2 t  V1 I 0 cos  t + v − 
(21)
2

V I


+t  1 1 cos  v − i − 
2
2

While undesirable, the presence of oscillating terms will
not deteriorate steady-state power balance because all the
extra-generated power during one half-cycle will be consumed
during the other half-cycle. The constant term, however, is
always present and affects the converter power balance.
1) Double-Fundamental-Frequency Spurious Losses
The double-fundamental-frequency components in (21)
for the lower arms of phases A, B, and C (denoted as P2 )
are found from:
P2A ( t ) = t 
P2B ( t ) = t 

V1 I1
2

V1 I1
2




cos  2t + v + i −




cos  2t + v −

2
3

+ i −



(22)



2
2
3

−



 (23)

2

2
2  

+ i +
−  (24)
3
3 2

Under balanced conditions, the above three components
sum up to zero due to the 120° phase shift in between them.
The same formulation applies to the upper arms, so P2 has
no effect outside of the MMC.
However, depending on control strategies during grid
unbalance [10], fundamentals of current and voltage can differ
among phases, so it is possible that double-fundamentalfrequency spurious losses become visible outside the MMC.
P2C ( t ) = t 

V1 I1
2

cos  2t + v +

2) Fundamental-Frequency Spurious Losses
The DC components of current and voltage in upper and
lower arms are identical in each phase, while the fundamental
components have a 180° phase shift. Therefore, the
fundamental components of losses in (21) in the lower and
upper arm of one phase (denoted as P1 ) can be written as:



P1low ( t ) = t  V1 I 0 cos  t + v − 
(25)
2



P1up ( t ) = t  V1 I 0 cos  t + v +  − 
(26)
2

Losses in upper (25) and lower (26) arms cancel each
other out, since they are in phase opposition. The same
formulation applies to other phases, so there is no effect on the
external behavior of the converter even during grid unbalance,

because unbalance between upper and lower arms in each
phase is usually kept to a minimum.
3) Constant Spurious Losses
The constant term of (21), is the source of power mismatch
affecting the whole grid, which is an overall undesirable
behavior. The average value of the spurious losses (denoted as
P0 ) per arm is given by

V1 I1


cos  v − i − 
(27)
2
2

Depending on the phases of the AC components of arm
current and voltage, the losses can be positive as well as
negative, i.e. power generation can also occur. In balanced
conditions, P0 is the same for all six arms, so its effects
sum up and can be observed outside of the MMC. During
unbalance, P0 can differ among arms.
P0 = t 

IV. ELIMINATION OF LOSSES
Four solutions to remove the spurious losses are
considered: time-step reduction; extrapolating voltage
references (extrapolation AEM); variable resistance AEM;
equivalent voltage source AEM.
A. Time-Step Reduction
According to (20), spurious power losses in classical AEM
depend on Δt, so reducing it will proportionally reduce the
losses. Having maximal spurious power losses below or equal
10% of average conduction losses ( PCOND ) can be considered
as satisfactory reduction. In this case, corresponding Δt can be
found as:
P  10% PCOND
(28)
t  V1  I 0 + I1   0.1 Rarm  I 02 + I12 / 2 

t  0.1

Rarm  I 02 + I12 / 2
 V1  I 0 + I1 

(29)
(30)

With this criterion, for high-power HVDC transmissions
where voltages are in the order of hundreds of kV and currents
are in the order of kA, satisfactory reduction of losses can be
achieved with time-steps not higher than 10 μs.
B. Extrapolation AEM
In steady-state and with relatively small simulation timesteps, arm voltage derivatives do not change significantly
between adjacent time-points. This can justify a simple oneext
time-step extrapolation of the final voltage reference vref
supplied to the controlled voltage source:
d
ext
vref
(t ) = vref (t ) + t vref (t )
dt
ext
varm ( t ) = vref ( t − t )

(31)
(32)

The reference voltage derivative in (31) can be
represented in the vicinity of time-point t using Taylor series
(O represents higher-order terms):
d
vref ( t ) = vref ( t − t ) + t vref (t − t ) + O ( t 2 ) (33)
dt

Finally, (14) is rewritten as follows:
P ( t ) = iarm ( t ) vrextef ( t − t ) − v ref ( t ) 

(34)

= iarm ( t ) O ( t 2 )

In steady-state and with small time-steps, the second- and
higher-order terms O ( t 2 ) are considerably smaller than the
first-order derivative in (16), therefore ΔP is significantly
reduced. The derivative of the voltage reference in (31) can
be approximated similarly to (15), so:
ext
(35)
vref
(t ) = 2vref (t ) − vref (t − t )
The corresponding implementation is shown in Fig. 3.
s

Δt delay
i Ctot

vCtot

1
Ceq

vref

2

+ Σ

ext
vref

+
-

emulated by an equivalent voltage source VR eq (42). In this
case, the MNE matrix does not change so no refactorization is
needed.
ext
(42)
VR eq ( t ) = Rth iarm
(t )
ext
where iarm
is the extrapolated arm current.
Similarly to (35), extrapolated current can be obtained as:
ext
(43)
iarm
(t ) = 2iarm (t ) − iarm (t − t )

Rarm
-

D. Equivalent Voltage Source AEM
The main drawback of the variable resistance AEM
presented in the section IV.C is that it requires MNE
refactorization every time the value of s changes, which can
happen at each time-point when t is relatively large. To
overcome this inconvenience, the voltage drop on Rth can be

varm

The corresponding implementation is shown in Fig. 5.

i arm
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Fig. 3.

Extrapolation AEM schematic.

C. Variable Resistance AEM
Another solution is to include a current-dependent
summand in the calculation of arm voltage. Discretization of
(3) using trapezoidal integration yields
(36)
vCtot ( t ) = Vhist Ctot ( t ) + RC iarm (t ) s (t )
with

Vhist Ctot ( t ) = vCtot ( t − t ) + RC iarm ( t − t ) s ( t − t ) (37)
RC = 0.5 t / Ceq

Since Vhist Ctot ( t ) and s ( t ) are known before the solution
of MNE at the current time-point, implementation of (39) in
the form of a Thevenin equivalent is straightforward:
Vth ( t ) = Vhist Ctot ( t ) s (t )
(40)

Rth ( t ) = RC s 2 ( t )

(41)

In this case, (1)–(3) are solved simultaneously, so no
spurious power losses occur. Equations (36)–(41) can be
implemented as shown in Fig. 4. This solution requires
refactorization of MNE each time the value of Rth changes.
The trapezoidal integration method is A-stable but prone to
numerical oscillations if state variables experience
discontinuities. Nevertheless, in this model such oscillations
are avoided since the current iCtot does not depend on the
state variable vCtot but is deduced from arm current iarm .
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Equivalent voltage source AEM schematic.

V. TEST-CASES
A 401-level MMC-based HVDC link (Fig. 6) is used to
validate the presented methods for eliminating spurious losses
due to one-time-step delay. A standard cascade control system
is used [3]. MMC1 controls active and reactive powers,
MMC2 controls DC voltage and reactive power. System
parameters are given in Table I. DC cable model details can be
found in [2]. All simulations are performed in EMTP [11].
Typically, station transformer losses represent 0.3% of the
nominal power of the MMC Pnom . Converter losses are about
0.6% of the nominal power, they represent conduction and
switching losses. Another 0.1% can be included for auxiliary
and other high voltage equipment [8]. In this study, the total
value for the losses represented by arm resistances is taken as
0.6%.
The ON-state resistance RON can be found from (44) at
nominal power transfer. The obtained value is 2.304 mΩ,
which is realistic for high power MMCs [12], [13].
0.6 Pnom / 100 = 6 N SM RON  I 0 2 + I12 / 2 
(44)
PPCC

PAC

PCC1
SSC1

PDC
DC cable

400/320 kV

varm

+

Δt delay

Fig. 6.
Fig. 4.

iCtot

i arm

+
i arm

s2

Δt delay

(38)

Multiplying both sides of (36) by s(t) and considering (1):
(39)
varm ( t ) = RC s 2 (t ) iarm (t ) + s (t ) Vhist Ctot (t )

+

s

320/400 kV

MMC1

640 kV

MMC2

P, Q
control

1000 MW

VDC , Q
control

Simulated point-to-point MMC-HVDC link.

PCC2
SSC2

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Simulation time-step
Grid frequency (both grids)
Grid voltage (both grids)
Grid short-circuit level (both grids)
DC voltage
Nominal MMC power (both stations)
Number of SMs per arm (HB-SMs)
DC voltage reference
Reactive power reference (both stations)
ON-state resistance of IGBTs & diodes
Arm inductance
Transformer resistance
Transformer inductance
Capacitor energy

Nominal
value
50 μs
2π  50 rad/s
400 kV
10 GVA
640 kV
1000 MW
400
1 pu
0 pu
2.304 mΩ
0.15 pu
0.004 pu
0.18 pu
40 kJ/MVA

Symbol
Δt
ω
VAC
SSC
VDC
Pnom
NSM

calculated value and corresponds to (21). Also, PCOND is
shown in Fig. 8 to demonstrate how unwanted spurious losses
compare to the modeled losses. It can be seen that measured
and calculated waveforms of ΔP match each other well and
their values are considerably higher than conduction losses.
Table II shows the amplitudes of ΔP harmonics calculated
using (22), (25), and (27) for different power angles  ref
at PCC1 (see Fig. 6) terminals. Analytical calculations match
simulation results, which validates (21). Same operating
conditions are used to demonstrate linear dependency of losses
on Δt (see Fig. 9). Measured values (markers) match analytical
predictions (lines). Depending on the operation mode,
spurious generation can also occur.

RON
Larm

6 for the location of these points). DEM is used as a reference
model. In addition, adjusted power Padj is shown in Fig. 7.
This is the DC side power compensated for spurious losses:
Padj ( t ) = PDC ( t ) −  P m, n ( t )
(45)
m, n

where m = A, B, C denotes phases and n = up, low denotes
upper and lower arms.
With both models, the difference between PPCC and PAC

-8

PDC

Padj

PAC
PDC

0.1

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0
0.1 0.2 0.3
Time (s)
Time (s)
a) DEM
b) AEM
Fig. 7. Transmitted active powers at different points (see Fig. 6).
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B. Validation of Analytical Expression of Losses
To validate the analytical expression of spurious power
losses, the HVDC link is subjected to nominal power transfer.
The waveforms of ΔP in the upper arm of phase A at MMC1
are shown in Fig. 8. Here Pmeas is the measured value from
the simulation and corresponds to (13), Pcalc

is the

20

80

φref = 30°

0

φref = 0°

-1
-2
0

φref = -30°

30
40
Δt (μs)
Fig. 9 Effect of time-step on ΔP0 in different operating conditions.

10

20

50

TABLE II
SPURIOUS POWER LOSSES IN DIFFERENT OPERATION MODES (MW)
Operation
mode
φref = +30°
φref = 0°
φref = -30°

Measures
ΔP0
0.56
-0.67
-1.91

|ΔP1|
1.50
2.15
2.18

Calculations
|ΔP2|
2.36
2.70
2.94

ΔP0
0.54
-0.69
-1.93

|ΔP1|
1.50
2.15
2.18

|ΔP2|
2.31
2.69
2.96

C. Validation of Proposed Solutions
Validation is performed using the HVDC link in Fig. 6
subjected to nominal power transfer. In the following
subsections, ΔP and PCOND in the upper arm of phase A at
MMC1 are shown to see how spurious losses compare to the
desired conduction losses with each solution.
1) Time-Step Reduction
The Δt calculated with (30) is approximately 1.5 μs. With
this Δt, spurious losses are smaller than conduction losses, but
are still visible (see Fig. 10). Their amplitude value is around
200 kW. Besides, the simulation is more than 30 times slower.
3

P (MW)

P (MW)

PAC

995
990
0

PPCC

PPCC

0

1

and PDC ), which corresponds to 0.6% in (44). With the

1000

ΔPcalc

40
60
Time (ms)
Fig. 8. Power losses in case of nominal power transfer.

amount to approximately 6 MW (difference between PAC

confirms that spurious losses are the source of the mismatch
between PDC .

ΔPmeas

-4

is 3 MW, which corresponds to transformer losses (0.3% of
the nominal power). However, visible difference exists
between PDC values. With the DEM, converter losses

AEM, the losses are considerably smaller. However, adjusted
power Padj is at the same level as PDC of the DEM, which

PCOND

0

ΔP0 (MW)

PAC ), and at the DC terminals ( PDC ) of the converter (see Fig.

P (MW)

4

A. Demonstration of Spurious Power Losses
To demonstrate the effects of spurious power losses, active
powers at different points of the circuit are shown in Fig. 7 for
the case of nominal power transfer using classical AEM: at the
point of coupling with the grid ( PPCC ), at the AC terminals (

PCOND

2
ΔPmeas

1
0

0

20

40
Time (ms)
Fig. 10 Power losses with Δt = 1.5 μs.
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80

2) Extrapolation AEM
A one-time-step linear extrapolation is applied to the
variable voltage source reference, as per section IV.B. Results
are shown in Fig. 11. In this case, ΔP is smaller than in the
case of Fig. 10 but due to higher-order terms in (34) spurious
losses are not exactly zero (around 100 kW).

P (MW)

3

PCOND

2
1
0

ΔPmeas
0

20

40
Time (ms)
Fig. 11 Power losses with extrapolation AEM.
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Time (ms)
Fig. 12 Power losses with variable resistance AEM.
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4) Equivalent Voltage Source AEM
Equivalent Voltage Source AEM is implemented as
explained in section IV.D, results are shown in Fig. 13. In this
case, spurious losses are below 1 kW, which is also negligible
if compared to PCOND .
3

P (MW)
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